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ABSTRACT 
 
Direct spatial antenna modulation (DSAM) is a new approach to phased array control that opens 
up new “smart antenna” architecture possibilities. The DSAM technique leverages the inherent 
spatial differences of excitation in an antenna in a novel way to achieve the equivalent of 
conventional modulation and beam control effects. Smart antenna techniques are of potentially 
increasing importance to test range operations given a trend toward more flexible, inter-
networked, and autonomous test activities. 
 
The DSAM technique has been demonstrated through several generations of analysis, 
simulation, and prototyping, but has previously only been applied to narrowband antenna 
designs. Furthermore, the IQ DSAM approach in particular has not been previously implemented 
in hardware.  
 
This paper details the application of IQ DSAM to achieve wideband phase control using a 
commercial off the shelf (COTS) antenna. The phase control performance of IQ DSAM over a 
range of 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz is measured across relative field control angles of +/- 45 degrees. The 
measured IQ DSAM performance is compared to what could be expected from a conventional 
phased array element control architecture. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
When it comes to the metric of raw antenna gain, it is difficult to beat the traditional gimbaled, 
reflector-based antenna range telemetry asset. Modern antenna system requirements are trending 
toward more complex behavior, to include multiple simultaneous beams, adaptive behavior, 
spatial processing, and both polarization and pattern diversity. The reflector architecture, 
however, is generally incapable of supporting behaviors such as multiple simultaneous beams, 
spatial processing, or adaptive behavior presents difficulties with respect to cost and 
maintenance. In essence, a reflector does an excellent job of providing gain in exactly the 
direction that it is physically pointed, and not much else. 
 
Introduction of electronic control over antenna behavior in the form of a phased array brings 
with it a host of smart antenna capabilities. Unfortunately, phased arrays are traditionally 
associated with significant complexity and cost. Hardware performance limitations can also be 
prohibitive to achieving a suitable design, especially when multiple band operation is required. 
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The telemetry community is moving from L-band (1435-1850 MHz) and S-band (2025-2400 
MHz) toward C-band (4400-5200) operation. The move toward C-band operations will not be 
abrupt, so appropriate solutions will likely need to support all of the L, S, and C bands for the 
near future. This represents a nearly 4:1 frequency range, which is a truly daunting wideband 
requirement. 
 
The DSAM approach to antenna field phase control represents a wideband alternative to 
conventional phase-shifter controlled array architectures, and may prove advantageous. This 
document presents the results of a new experiment that verifies both the IQ DSAM technique in 
general, as well as the wideband applicability of the technique. 
 
Considering the novel aspects of the investigation, the immediate results achieved are 
encouraging, and suggest that the IQ DSAM technique may be a suitable and advantageous 
alternative to a conventional phased array implementation. The IQ DSAM technique was 
measured to be effective over the entire test operating frequency range of 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz. 
 

IQ DSAM BACKGROUND 
 
The fundamental behavior of the quadrature fields produced by a circular microstrip patch 
(CMSP) antenna was addressed in detail in [1]. This work demonstrated through mathematical 
proof that the CMSP antenna quadrature fields could be treated readily as the I and Q channel 
equivalents in a communication channel or antenna array weight controller. It demonstrated 
agreement between the application of DSAM techniques to several different antenna structures 
through rigorous analysis, simulation, and prototype tests.  
 
This new work, in contrast, applies a DSAM architecture to solve the pragmatic problem of 
wideband carrier phase control. The basic thesis of this work is that the general behavior 
demonstrated through mathematical proof for the CMSP antenna is applicable to any other 
antenna without restriction so long as the new antenna has certain elemental properties: 
 

1) The ability to produce CP over the majority extent of the main beam 
2) At least two input ports representing orthogonal spatial field component excitation points, 

with isolation among the ports sufficient to the intended task 
 
In 2), the port isolation requirements depend on the application. For data communication, the 
port isolation would represent the equivalent of channel separation. For beamforming in a phased 
array, the port isolation will determine the accuracy of phase control. When performing both data 
symbol modulation and phased array control jointly with IQ DSAM, the requirements will be 
dictated by the more sensitive of the two functions. 
 
Furthermore, the basic behavior of the antenna when driven with the IQ DSAM technique will 
remain unchanged, such that the antenna under consideration retains the original operating 
bandwidth and main lobe spatial extent. This work supports the thesis on both counts, applying 
IQ DSAM to a COTS antenna of appropriate functionality and then demonstrating effective field 
phase control while retaining the bandwidth of operation of the COTS antenna. 
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The same formula derived for the CMSP antenna in previous work for the relative excitation of 
the I port and the Q port of the modulated antenna will be used to determine the relative 
excitations required to achieve a particular commanded field phase in this experiment. For a 
desired command angle, φ, the relative voltage to be applied to the I and Q ports of the 
modulated antenna are  
 /      (1) 

 
       (2) 

 
where it is anticipated that Vπ/2 ⇔ I and V0 ⇔ Q. These equations were originally derived for the 
case of a CMSP antenna to be used in a phased array, but the guiding principles of DSAM 
predict that the gross ideal behavior of the COTS antenna considered here will be identical to 
within a scaling factor. This assertion motivates the test event that resulted in the measured data 
presented in the next section. This data clearly indicates the applicability of IQ DSAM to phased 
array control over a set of appropriately-featured antennas using amplitude control alone. 
Furthermore, this IQ DSAM approach is portable to any appropriate COTS antenna. 
 

TEST CONFIGURATION 
 
Rather than analyze, simulate, design, and implement a new antenna structure, the proof in [1] 
was used to drive a COTS antenna using the IQ DSAM technique in a rapid prototype 
implementation. A COTS WJ-8326-2A quad-ridge horn antenna was selected as the test antenna. 
The antenna’s existing vertical and horizontal polarization feed points are driven according to [1] 
in order to affect control over the relative transmitted signal phase. 
 
Two Agilent E4422B signal generators, one corresponding to the I channel and the other to the Q 
channel, were used to excite the antenna structure. The transmitted signal was received at a 
second COTS antenna, which was configured for circular polarization using a 90 degree hybrid. 
The hybrid output was connected to two cascaded Mini-Circuits ZX60-6013E-S low-noise 
amplifier (LNA) blocks, and the signal was cabled to an Agilent E4406A vector signal analyzer. 
The 10 MHz frequency reference of the E4406A was also used to synchronize the two E4422B 
units. A block diagram of the experiment setup is shown below in Figure 1. 
 
A table of control values was generated to aid in the repetitive taking of data at 250 MHz 
intervals across a 2.7:1 frequency range from 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz. The control values, given in 
Table 1, were determined by equations (1) and (2) and then transformed to dB values relative to 
an arbitrary unity power level. 
 
Calibration of the experimental setup was performed at each excitation frequency. The 
calibration was performed as an end-to-end process, whereby the transmit (TX) signal excited by 
the signal generators was monitored at the receive (RX) side of the configuration on the E4406A 
vector signal analyzer. 
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Figure 1 – Experiment configuration using two signal generators for IQ excitation control 

and a vector signal analyzer for signal reception and phase determination 
 

The two E4422B signal generators were labeled “A” and “B”. Calibration consisted of first 
harmonizing the RX signal amplitude based on a TX excitation due to the A and B signal 
generators when operated alone. While transmitting only from A, the RX signal level was noted 
on the E4406A; this process was repeated for B. The output power level of A was then modified 
to bring the individual A and B measurements to the same level. The modified power level for A 
was then used as a fixed offset for that given frequency. 
 
The next calibration step harmonized the relative phase of the two signals produced by A and B. 
Both A and B were co-locked to the 10 MHz reference signal produced by the E4406A. The 
relative reference phase of B was adjusted until a minimum signal level was produced. This state 
represented the transmission of an opposite-sense CP relative to the CP state of the RX antenna.  
 
The relative phase state of B was then stored as a fixed offset. Next, the reference phase of B was 
commanded to an angle of 180o, which represents a condition of the same-sense CP as the RX 
antenna. The accuracy of the relative state was evaluated by noting a maximum value of RX 
signal in the new condition, as well as by noting that the same RX signal strength was present 
when either of A or B were deactivated. Minor reference phase adjustments were made to B to 
bring about this set of conditions. 
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RELATIVE 
PHASE |I| |Q| 

I (dB) 
“B” 

Q (dB) 
“A” 

0 0.0000 1.0000 -40 0 
5 0.0872 0.9962 -21.19 -0.03 
10 0.1736 0.9848 -15.21 -0.13 
15 0.2588 0.9659 -11.74 -0.30 
20 0.3420 0.9397 -9.32 -0.54 
25 0.4226 0.9063 -7.48 -0.85 
30 0.5000 0.8660 -6.02 -1.25 
35 0.5736 0.8192 -4.83 -1.73 
40 0.6428 0.7660 -3.84 -2.31 
45 0.7071 0.7071 -3.01 -3.01 
50 0.7660 0.6428 -2.31 -3.84 
55 0.8192 0.5736 -1.73 -4.83 
60 0.8660 0.5000 -1.25 -6.02 
65 0.9063 0.4226 -0.85 -7.48 
70 0.9397 0.3420 -0.54 -9.32 
75 0.9659 0.2588 -0.30 -11.74 
80 0.9848 0.1736 -0.13 -15.21 
85 0.9962 0.0872 -0.03 -21.19 
90 1.0000 0.0000 0 -40 

Table 1 – Excitation Values for the two orthogonal ports of an antenna  
structure as determined by the phase-only modulation constraints of (1) and (2) 

  
The final step of the calibration process involved setting the relative phase of B to 90o. This state 
represents a linear-polarized condition wherein A and B are in-phase. After a quick check to see 
that the RX signal was approximately the same for a B phase setting of both 90o and -90o, the 
taking of data commenced with the 90o setting. 
 
In the test, the relative amplitude settings for A and B correspond to Q and I, respectively, as 
indicated in Table 1. At each excitation frequency, each value pair from Table 1 was selected and 
the relative amplitudes of I and Q components of the RX signal as indicated on the E4406A were 
noted.  
 
Data was taken every 250 MHz from 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz. The tested frequency range was limited 
by the operating range of the equipment. The Agilent E4422B and E4406A both have an upper 
operating frequency of 4 GHz, and the WJ-8326-2A has an operating range of 1.5 GHz to 10 
GHz. The data was taken in a snapshot fashion, and averaging over multiple full runs was not 
performed. 
 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
 
The measured IQ DSAM test results were analyzed with respect to phase and amplitude accuracy 
over the 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz excitation frequency range. The total control angle range was 90o, 
with the reference control angle chosen to be 45o. The 45o reference angle corresponds to a 
relative port excitation of I=0.7071, Q=0.7071. The average accuracy over all frequencies is 
plotted versus the control phase relative to the 45o state in Figure 2. In Figure 2, the 45o 
command reference angle is shown as 00. An ideal trend-line is shown in Figure 2, and error bars 
representing one standard deviation to either side of the mean are shown for the measured data. 
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Figure 2 – Measured IQ DSAM phase angle shows accuracy across 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz. 

Error bars representing one standard deviation to each side of the average are included. 
 
Complete +/-180o phase control can be achieved using the COTS antenna using a one-bit phase-
shifter on each of the I and Q inputs. Alternatively full-range phase control can be accomplished 
spatially using switched-DSAM [1], where the I and Q signals are routed to two additional, 
antipodal excitation ports on the antenna structure. This alternative implementation would 
require modifications to the antenna used in these tests, or, more likely, a new switched-DSAM 
antenna implementation. 
 
The average amplitude accuracy of the IQ DSAM approach over frequency as a function of 
command phase angle is shown in Figure 3. The ideal amplitude accuracy value is 0 dB relative 
to the averaged 45o reference state, which is shown without error bars as 0o in the figure. 
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Figure 3 – Measured IQ DSAM amplitude response shows accuracy across 1.5 GHz to 4 

GHz. Error bars for one standard deviation to each side of the average are included. 
 
Figures 2 and 3 indicate that the range of inaccuracy of the IQ DSAM approach in the measured 
test configuration falls within a zone relative to the respective averages as indicated by the error 
bars across the frequency range of 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz. This expectation results in an end-to end 
accuracy specification of around +/-5 degrees for phase and +/-0.5 dB for amplitude. The greater 
inaccuracy of the amplitude response shown in Figure 3 for the -15o command angle is due to a 
single outlier data point from the 2.5 GHz test run. 

 
ARCHITECTURE COMPARISON 

 
A phased array control system based on IQ DSAM can be compared to one using a conventional 
analog approach. In essence, the IQ DSAM trades off the need for a variable phase shifter in the 
architecture and implements equivalent functionality solely using amplitude control. Phase 
shifters can be expensive, power consumptive, inaccurate, and often have significant signal 
insertion loss.  
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Part # and Mfg. 
Power 

Consumption 
Insertion 

Loss 
Phase 

Accuracy 
Amplitude 
Accuracy 

P5P-49A-5, G.T. Microwave 3 W 13 dB +/-15o +/-2.5 dB 
IQ DSAM Test Results 70 mW 3.5 dB* +/-5o +/- 0.5 dB 
IQ DSAM Benefit 42:1 9.5 dB 3x 5x 

Table 2 – Comparison of performance specifications for broadband COTS phase shifter 
and the measured IQ DSAM results, with an estimated equivalent architecture insertion 

loss of 3.5 dB as indicated by the “*” for the IQ DSAM case 
 
One key parameter of performance where conventional phase-shifters often fall short is in 
operating frequency bandwidth. Typically, conventional phase shifters are specified over a very 
narrow band of operation with relatively accurate performance. The same device can often be 
used across a much wider bandwidth with decreased accuracy. In an attempt to get at a fair basis 
of comparison in a wideband application, an intentionally wideband COTS phase shifter is 
compared to the measured IQ DSAM results. The specifications of a COTS phase shifter with 
similar broad-band performance and the measured DSAM test results are given in Table 2 [2]. 
 
Typically, both amplitude and phase control are implemented in each phased array element. The 
constraint equations (1) and (2) were used to generate the phase-only modulation test values 
given in Table 1. It is also possible to use the IQ DSAM control weights to achieve simultaneous 
amplitude and phase control as presented in [1]. The main point of difference between a 
conventional analog phased array element control circuit and an IQ DSAM implementation is 
therefore the presence of a variable phase shifter in the former, and a power splitter in the latter. 
Figure 4 illustrates the differences between these control architectures. 
 
The amplitude control elements shown in Figure 4 are easily implemented with broadband 
performance, to include low insertion loss of less than 1 dB across the band [3]. Hence, the 
phase-shifter insertion loss of 13 dB in Figure 4A is much greater than the estimated 3.5 dB for a 
typical RF power splitter used in the DSAM approach of Figure 4B. Additionally, the 
conventional approach stacks an attenuator block in series with a phase-shifter block, effectively 
cascading the amplitude and phase error terms associated with each block. In the IQ DSAM case, 
however, there is only one control element in each path.  
 
Other factors to consider include supply power consumption, cost, size, and resolution. In 
general, power consumption is expected to favor the IQ DSAM approach, as are size and cost. 
Absolute phase resolution may favor the conventional phase shifter approach in this example, 
which has a 1.2o step resolution. The resolution limits of the IQ DSAM approach are not known, 
but achieving the 5o steps in this experiment already required 0.1 dB or better resolution. 
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(A)

(B)

 
Figure 4 – Conventional phase shifter (A) and IQ DSAM (B)  

phased array element control architecture comparison 
 
In the example provided here, the P5P-49A-5 phase shifter requires both +15 V and -15 V 
supplies at 100 mA each. This 3 W per element power consumption would become especially 
significant in large arrays. It is expected that technology such as the HP539LP3 digital step 
attenuator manufactured by Hittite could be used in an IQ DSAM implementation [3]. This 
device requires only a single +5 V supply at approximately 3.5 mA. Assuming four such devices 
would provide the required RF dynamic range, this comparison indicates up to a 42:1 power 
consumption benefit for the IQ DSAM approach. This benefit becomes all the more interesting 
when considering the 9.5 dB greater loss of the conventional approach, which would also require 
additional amplification, and thus supply current, to be overcome. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presents the first measurement of the IQ DSAM approach to phased array antenna 
element excitation control. The IQ DSAM approach was applied to a COTS antenna with 
success across a 2.7:1 frequency bandwidth spanning 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz. Measurement of a 
broadband DSAM configuration is also new as of this publication. 
 
The performance of the IQ DSAM approach was analyzed, and a statistical expectation of 
accuracy for the measured results was presented. The accuracy of the IQ DSAM approach was 
compared to that of a COTS phase shifter with a similar frequency range across multiple 
parameters of interest, including accuracy, insertion loss, resolution, and power consumption. In 
typical architectural implementations, the IQ DSAM approach was shown to be superior to a 
conventional approach in all aspects except resolution. The architectures and components 
compared in this work are of course a small slice of all possible configurations that could be 
devised. However, the general benefits of DSAM versus conventional approaches are expected 
to hold broadly based on the nature of the technology. 
 
As it relies on the host antenna to provide certain enabling characteristics, DSAM necessarily 
binds two typically separate aspects of a telemetry system together. While there are benefits to 
this approach, it is also a potential vulnerability requiring additional consideration. Of particular 
interest is the off-axis performance of the IQ DSAM technique. Answering the question: “how 
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do the modulation and beam control characteristics of DSAM hold across all spatial angles 
within the beam pattern of the antenna?” is important. While other work that is pending 
publication treats this question, it remains at this point a consideration for the future. Certainly, 
the beamforming results indicated in the prior ITC 2009 publication suggest that the IQ DSAM 
approach is effective off-axis [1]. 
 
While the testing operated across a frequency range less than what would cover L, S, and C 
bands simultaneously, there is little indication that there is an inherent frequency limitation to the 
IQ DSAM approach. To the contrary, DSAM theory indicates that the frequency limitation of the 
technique flows from the piece-part components, most notably the antenna itself and the 
amplitude control elements. With a steadily increasing basis in fact, the DSAM technique may 
hold the key to producing efficient phased array technology for future telemetry applications. 
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